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Copyright Notice - Image Usage (rev. Oct 2014) 

Diana Starr, Starrlight Photography, owns exclusive and unrestricted rights to use 

and publish the included photographic images for editorial trade, advertising, or 

other purpose in any manner or medium, and to alter the images without 

restriction.  

Your usage rights and responsibilities:  You have purchased limited usage rights to 

the included images. Limited usage includes advertising and marketing for personal 

(and cattery) use and not for direct financial gain from selling the images either by 

you or someone else (commercial use).  

Allowed: Accepted usage methods include hardcopy prints for personal use - your 

webpage (cat photos may be used on both breeder/owner’s website), computer 

wallpaper or screensaver, print or digital advertisements, and reproduction on small 

quantities of merchandise such as mugs, mousepads, etc (not for resale). In all 

instances credit will be given as “Photo(s) by Diana Starr”, or “Photo(s) by 

Starrlight Photography”. 

Not allowed: Images may not be submitted to publications that are “for-profit” for 

editorial use. This includes both hardcopy and online publications (magazines, 

calendars, blogs, etc) In this case, refer the editor to Starrlight Photography for 

commercial use permissions. It may be possible for images to be used in non-profit 

publications with no fee, but permission must be obtained from photographer.  

Not allowed: Images may not be submitted for contests, especially those on the 

internet. Typically those contests contain “small print” that request full usage of the 

images in whatever manner they determine, which is NOT allowed. 

Not allowed: Images are not to be modified except for cropping, resizing or creating 

a photo collage. They will not be substantially altered to be used in the creation of 

new works of art without permission from Starrlight Photo.   

If you have ANY questions about these usage rights, contact Starrlight Photography 

directly. Failure to comply with these requirements is an infringement of U.S. 

Copyright laws and is subject to prosecution and/or financial penalty. 
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